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Abstract 

The rotating analyser crystal spectrometer (ROTAX) is an improved version of 
an inverted geometry TOF-X spectrometer, where the user has ,got the choice 
of different types of scans, By means of a non-uniformly rotating analyser, a 
flexibility of the spectrometer will be achieved which is intermediate between 
the crystal analyser time-of-flight spectrometers like MAX and Constant-Q and 
the triple axis spectrometer (TAS). In this paper we discuss the possibility of 
a proper constant-@ scan, with ROTAX, in addition to constant-fkw and 
constant-@/ I Q I scans. 

Introduction 

The instrument most commonly used for studying collective excitations in 
solids like phonons, magnons etc. is the triple axis spectrometer (TAS)(lm4), 
especially at continuous neutron sources. However, for pulsed spallation 
neutron sources the question arises how a spectrometer can be constructed 
which is adapted to the time structure of the neutron pulses and still has 
the same flexibility and versality as the TAS. Two different types of 
spectrometers have been developed so far for coherent inelastic scattering at 
pulsed sources, namely the multi-analyser 
Japant5) and PRISMA in UK( 6, 

crystal spectrometer (MAX in 

in USAte)), 
and the Constant-Q spectrometer in UK(‘) and 

In a previous papertg) we have outlined the basic ideas of our proposal for a 
new type of instrument for coherent elastic and inelastic scattering from 
single crystals at pulsed neutron sources. While the TAS employs two Bragg 
reflections, one at the monochromator and the other at the analyser, the 
instruments at pulsed sources considered here are time-of-flight crystal 
analyser spectrometers with inverted geometry. For our proposed 
spectrometer, we have showntg) that its flexibility and versality is 
intermediate between the TAS, on one hand, and the MAX and Constant-Q 
spectrometer, on the other hand. That can be achieve,d by a non-uniform 
rotation of the analyser crystal which means an optimum adaption to the 
pulse structure of the source and a most economic use of the available 
neutrons (multiplex advantage). The non-uniform rotation of the analyser is, 
within the limits of feasibility, arbitrarily progammable according to the 
user’s choice, e.g. constant-fiw or constant-Q/ IQI scan. In order to have the 
same flexibility as with TAS, e.g. the proper constant-Q scan, it would be 
necessary to rotate non-uniformly not only the analyser but also the sample 
as will be shown in detail below. 
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Scans with ROTAX 

ROTAX can be understood from the basic scattering equations, which govern 
the scattering triangle. For all instruments with ,inverted geometry at a pul- 
sed, source, the wavevector k i and energy Ei of the incoming neutrons de- 
pend on the incident flight time t i between moderator and sample (cf. fig. 1). 
Our basic approach is then to express all other quantities of the scattering 
process like the wavevector kf of the scattered neutrons or the analyser 
Bragg angle @A as functions of t i. kf and eA are connected by Bragg’s law 

kf(ti) = n / d, sin e*(ti). (1) 

The. flight time between sample and analyser is given by 

La m 
LOi> = 

L 

Vf(ti) = n kf(ti) 
(2) 

Equations (1) and (2) have to be solved simultaneously 

sin e*(ti) = 
h 

2m L, d, t,(ti>. (3) 

fig. 1 
Schematic drawing of the rotating analyser crystal spectrometer 
(ROTAX); moderator (M), sample (S), analyser (A), detector (PSD). 

From our previous study(9) it turned out that, in addition to the scattering 

angle 0, one more scattering parameter can be chosen constant, i.e. 
independent of ti . Hence, the experimenter can choose between various types 

of special scans, e.g. const.-no or const,-C$/ I Q I or const.- I @I scan. In order 
to perform such a special szan the anaylser angle 8, (eq. 3) has to be varied 
according to the appropria.3 function ta( ti) depending on the type of scan, 
t,(ti) can be determined from the scattering triangle, which connects ki 

with kf. 
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We obtain 

t a = i, 

L 
t, = ti ~ 

sin ( $ + 4 ) 1 1: 
i sin 3 

(44 

for the const.-no and const.+ scan respectively, where $’ is the sample 
orientation angle (cf. fig. 1) defining the direction of Q/IQ1 with respect to 
the crystal axes of the sample. The resulting curves for the analyser setting 
are presented in fig. 2, from which the rotation speed can be deduced. 

As obvious from eqs. (3) and (4a) the analyser rotation is almost uniform 
(u = 19 Hz) for hw = 0 as long as the sin-‘-function is almost linear 

(*A L 30’). For nw 1 0, the curves in fig. 2a exhibit an angular velocity for 
the analyser increasing from its starting value for t i = 1 msec. I’n order to 
keep the angular velocity within reasonable limits the measurement and the 
appropriately programmed non-uniform rotation of the analyser should be 
terminated at about eA s: 30’ or for 2 msec L tiL 4 msec. For ho L 0, the 

curves in fig. 2a show a decreasing angular velocity and the ,measurement 

can be extended, in principle, over a wider range. In all cases (&nst.-fiw and 
const.-11), the time between the termination of the measurement (rotation of 6A 
according to the curves in fig. 2) and the next neutron pulse has to be used , 

to return the analyser back to its original position either by back-rotation or 
by half or full circle rotation (180” or 360’). Since the ‘derivatives of the 
curves in fig. 2 correspond mostly to frequencies near to 25 Hz, a total 
rotation of the analyser by 180’ per cycle seems to be preferable at the 
British spallation source ISIS with a neutron pulse repetition frequency of 
Y = 50 Hz. 

0, 1 4 I 1 
I I 1 TO 

0 2 I, 6 8 

Time of flight ti (m set) 

fig. 2 
Analyser Bragg angle QA tls a function of flight time ti between 

moderator and sample for ROTAX. (a) const.-nw scans foP various 
energy transfers nu; (b) const._nl scans for $ = 30’ and for various 
scattering angles 4. 
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For a con&.-$ scan eq. (4b) reveals immediately that the non-uniformity of 
the analyser rotation is smaller in this case as compared to the const.-8o 
scan, where the essential non-linearity originates from the square-root in the 
denominator of eq. (4a). These properties are clearly demonstrated by the 
curves of eA versus ti for $ = const. = 30’ and for various scattering 
angles 0 in fig. 2b. A further difference to the case ~GJ = const. is that 8~ 
depends in a non-monotonous way on sin{+++). In fact, an angle @I and an 
associated angle += = x-z+-+ I generate the same curve e,(t, ). For positive 
energy transfer no 1 0 which means 9 L 120’ for $ = 30’ the derivatives of 
the curves in fig. 2b also correspond to frequencies between 10 and 50 Hz. 
That means again a preferable total rotation of the analyser of 180’ per 
cycle. Due to the smaller non-linearity of the curves, the const.-9 scans may 
be extended to analyser Bragg angles up to eAL 45’ using the neutrons of a 
pulse arriving between 1 msec L t i L 4 msec at the sample. 

As already mentioned, many other paths for the TOF scan in Q-space may be 
thought of. But not all of them will be feasible. An example for such a case is 
a TOF scan where the magnitude of Q is kept constant. For 1 dl =Q=const., we 
obtain 

Q’ = k; + k; - 2 kj kf cos @ . (5) 

The possible scattering triangles according to eq. (5) are illustrated in fig. 3, 
It is evident that this type of scan requires ki f Q/sin+. In general eq. (5) 
yields two solutions kt and kr, but only values kfl 0 are physically 
meaningful (cf. tab. 1 with the different ranges for energy loss or gain of 
the neutrons). 

fig. 3 
Scattering triangle for c(>nst.-@ scans with ROTAX. Equivalent 
solutions for different spe::trometer configurations are illustrated 
for energy gain or loss of the neutrons and for the different types 
of solutions k? (shaded ares) and kf for the cases discussed in 
tab. 1. 
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Tab. 1: Solutions of eq. (5) for kf and k; yielding energy gain (fio~0) 
or energy loss @who) of the neutrons. 

+ Solution: kt = ki coso + 

I I Q 4 4 6 90' I 90’ L o 6 180’ ., 
I 

I I nwho 
2 sinT9/2) ’ ki 

Q LT 
sin+ I 2 sin70/2) ’ kj ’ ’ I 

1 nwro 1 O ’ ki ’ 2 siz+/z) 1 O * ki L 2 sinTo/z) 1 

- Solution: kf g2 - (ki sin+)2 

I I 0 4 0 4 90’ I 90” L + f 180’ I 

1 nd0 1 I I 
I I I I 

The flight time t, between sample and analyser immediately reads 

t,tti) = La [ +94 f /gqyq 

and the corresponding values for %A, are sketched in fig. 4 for 
‘Ql = 5 A-’ = const. The curves for both solutions e,(kS) and e,(k?) start at 
the common point (t) with infinite rotation speed d@,/dti. For smaller values 
of t, (larger values ’ of k, ) the argument of the square-root in eq. (6) is 
negative. The curves for e,(kt) h s ow that the analyser has to be accelerated 
to a rather high rotation frequency and then, starting somewhat away from 
the common point (t), to be slowed down very rapidly until the line of zero 
energy transfer (second broken line in fig. 4) is reached. Then, the curves 
approach an asymptotic value @A = const. (MAX spectrometer!) similar to 
fig. 2a. Solution @,(kf) shows a deceleration from the common point (t) 
turning to an acceleration then at very high rotation speeds,. In general, the 
non-uniform rotation of the analyser according ’ to this con&.-l Q I scan (cf. 
fig;. 4) seems not to be feasible with the drastic deceleration of the rotation 
to nearly complete stop and then with the subsequent relatively high angular 
acceleration to complete the cycle. Only for high scattering angles o b 120’ 
the analyser rotation might be technically feasible. 

-1 

(6) 

It is noteworthy to look at the total time-of-flight for this type of const.-IQ I 
scan. The total time-of-flight t, is the time of arrival at the detector. It is 
obvious from eq, (5) that one possible solution is k, = Q with kf = 0, not 
depending on O. i‘hat would metin a full stop of the neutrons at the sample 
yielding an infinite total time-of-flight, of course. This is being illustrated in 
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, 60’ 

fig. 5, where the total TOF t., is plotted versus the incident TOF ti for 
various scattering angles +. Again , the common point (+) of both the 
solutions kf, k7 is characterised by the minimum value of ti. Please remark, 
that the slope of the curves t, (ti ) depend on the special kind of the solution 
k$, k7 (cf. tab. 1). Apart from the strange properties of t,(ti ) for 0 L 90’, 
the curves for $ 1 90’ do not reveal an unambigous value of t, as a function 
Of tit i.e. there exist neutrons which overtake previously started neutrons of 
the same pulse in the secondary part of the spectrometer. For practical use 
the monotonous ascending branches of to(ti) are applicable only. Hence, the 
neutrons with higher energies and corresponding flight times ti L ti ,mi n 
have to be suppressed physically with an auxiliary chopper between 
moderator and sample. 

o0 - 

1 

p= 30’60’ 90’ 120’ 150’ 

, 
/ 

0 = 5A-’ =const. 
, , I , I 

1 2 3 G 5 6 7 
Time of flight t msec) 

fig. 4 
Analyser Bragg angle e,, versus 
flight time t, for a const.-IQI 
scan at various scattering 
angles 4. Both solutions for k, 

(dash-point) and k# (solid lines) 

starting at their common 
points (t) are illustrated and 
the change of ‘energy transfer 
is indicated (broken line). 

Q = 5 A-’ = const. 

11 I 

1 2 3 L 5 6 
Incidend time of flight (msec) 

fig. 5 
TOL?ll time-of-flight t, between 
moderator and detector versus 
incident time-of-fligh t t i bs- 

t ween moderator and sample. 
Again dash-points denote Soh- 

Cons of k?, solid curves solu- 

tions of kt, (t) common starting 
points and the bracken line the 

change of the sign of no, 
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. . If all these limitations previously discussed are met, _ the’ const.- IQ I scan can 
be performed as a preper ++st.-@ scan if also the sample is non-uniformly 
rotated, corresponding to ” 

.’ / ., ,. 
. ,, 

k, sin4 
tg q(h) = ki- kfcos+ ” 

k; ‘sin4 ~034 ,t ,sin+ J Q2 L :(k, ‘sin@)’ 
. (7) 

k, sin2+ : cosb IQ2 - (k, sin*)’ 

Eq. (7) is illustrated in fig. 6 and means that $(ti) varies just in such a way 
that the direction of 63 remains constant with respect to the crystal axes of 
the sample during on,e scan. (cf. fig. 3). 

2.’ 1 I I I 1 

:160°- 
&I Q = 5h-’ = const. 

$40° - Iq=30” _ 

, .l .’ .2 

.’ ,I,. 

fig. 6 . 
Sample orientation 
scattering angles 0 

Conclusions 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

3. 4, 5 ,6 ,7 

Time of flight (msec] : ‘. 

angle $ versus incident time-of-flight ti for various 
and both solutions of ky (dash-points) and k# (solid), 

It has been shown, that in principle ROTAX can provide widely variable 
const.-Aw and const.+ scans, as well as severely limited const.-@ scans. 

const.-no and const.-$ scans are rather easy to perform, because t,(ti ) 
is a monotonous function and eA(ti) provides fesible values. 

The flexibility of ROTAX ensures that in case of phonon measurements 
their polarisation can be taken care of. 

The limitations for a proper con&.-@ scan are that the sample has to be 
rotated non-uniformly and in phase with the pulse structure and the 
analyser rot&ion. Further, this mode of operation has to be restricted 
to scattering angles 4 1 120’, which obviously excludes measurements of 
magnetic excitations. 
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